Managing a life of lifelogged SenseCam images by Doherty, Aiden R.
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Principal Investigators 
Prof. Barry Smyth - Personalization, recommender systems, mobile computing
Prof. Alan Smeaton - Content-based information retrieval
Prof. Dermot Diamond - Materials research, wearable sensors
Prof. Noel O’Connor - Audio-visual analysis, multi-modal information processing
Mr. Gregory O’Hare - Ubiquitous computing, multi-agent systems
i i l I ti t  
Prof. Paddy Nixon - Pervasive computing, middleware, security, trust, privacy
Prof. Niall Moyna - Sports Science, wearable sensing
Dr. Simon Dobson - Middleware, pervasive computing
Dr. Cian O’Mathuna - Sensor devices, energy-aware hardware
Dr. Brian Caulfield - Physiotherapy, therapeutic gaming, wearable sensors
Associate PIs
Chris Bleakley (UCD), Conor Brennan (DCU), Rem Collier (UCD), Brian Corcoran (DCU), 
Cathal Gurrin (DCU), Neil Hurley (UCD), Lorraine McGinty (UCD), Kieran Moran (DCU), 
Kieran Nolan (DCU), Brendan O’Flynn (TNI), Donal O’Gorman (DCU), Brett Paull (DCU),
Emanuel Popovici (TNI), Aaron Quigley (UCD), Mark Roantree (DCU)
Funded Collaborators














Tano et. al. University of Electro-Communications, Tokyo, Japan Microsoft Research SenseCam
Steve Mann. Wearable computing: a first step 
toward personal imaging. Computer, 30:25–32, 
Feb 1997.
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SenseCam images
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Addenbrooke’s: SenseCam Work
Microsoft Research Cambridge presentation: http://research.microsoft.com/~shodges/presentations/UBICOMP_senseCam.pdf
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Addenbrooke’s: SenseCam Work
Microsoft Research Cambridge presentation: http://research.microsoft.com/~shodges/presentations/UBICOMP_senseCam.pdf
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Addenbrooke’s: SenseCam Work
Microsoft Research Cambridge presentation: http://research.microsoft.com/~shodges/presentations/UBICOMP_senseCam.pdf
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Image Quality Analysis
Over last 3 years we’ve developed techniques for 
SenseCam data management, without having user input 
or direction …
… so our work is technologically-driven rather than based 















Terrible Poor OK High Photo Album 
•40% of images 
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Daily Browser Overview
Event Segmentation
SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Using MOTION sensors – very quick & accurate
EVENT SEGMENTATION
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Best: Compare Event Averages










within the Multi-day Event 
database
Event database containing last 7 
days’ Events
SenseCam Images of a day (about 3,000)
Better: Compare Event Averages
?
… …
Cross compare -Too slow










within the Multi-day Event 
database























within the Multi-day Event 
database















Similar Events - Aiden waiting for bus
Similar Events - Aiden at the office corridor
Similar Events - Aiden working on the desk
VISUAL NOVELTY
+ FACE DETECTION
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Event augmentation
Here’s a SenseCam picture of Aiden at a pier in Santa 
Barbara, CA. 
If he has GPS he can search for other pictures in the same 
location…
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THIS IS WHERE 
THE REAL FUN 
STARTS !





Outputs manually judged 
on ~95k images (5 users)
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WEDNESDAY 17 OCT 2008
2,118   Calories
Select a meal to annotate and/or see 
the type of food eaten for that meal


















4  Meals 


















Little              Much
Sweets
Oil / Fats
Little              Much
950 Calories
Cathal     |     HELP    |    ABOUT
> CALENDAR
My total calorie 
balance for each day 
over time…
Detected ‘eating’
events listed, for the 
user to more 
accurately indicate 
what s/he ate during 
the day
This re-calculat s the 
over ll calorie-
exercise balance and 
displays on the 
screen
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Advanced Image Matching
Each feature 





SURF feature are extracted
Bi-directional Match Verification 
& re-ranking of Top results
Votes are 
accumulated & 
the best match 
is found
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Setting Detection – Watching TV
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Setting Detection – In the Park
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Other Data Sources
SENSECAM: Images
PHYSIOLOGICAL: Heart Rate, 





PC: E-mail, web pages visited, 
documents worked on
BLUETOOTH: 
People around me + 
FAMILIARITY
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Lifelogs & Storytelling
Clear Challenges:
1. What components of a lifelog should be used in the 
composition of digital life stories and how should they be 
structured to enable retelling?
2. What information should be captured about the 
relationships between the various story elements in order 
to facilitate the reasoning required to build the end 
narrative?
3. How should an author be supported in the process of 
composing a life story and how should these stories be 
presented to their intended audience?
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Designing for Older Adults
Use of large images and text, 
large target areas for buttons 
and high colour contrast. Use 




Providing feedback to show 
what has been selected.
Use combination of text and 
icons to support recall. 
Cognitive Skills -
Working Memory
Use direct input devices 
(touch screen). Reduce 
scrolling.
Psychomotor skills
Implications for DesignAreas Affected by Ageing
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Designing for Older Adults
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Designing for Older Adults
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Episodic details 1
when / where / who / what
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Episodic details 2
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Next – Influence F‐R shift
R F DK
R 19 3 0
F 3 18 0
DK 3 2 2
- Working with SenseCam films instead of stills ( using the 
same events)
- Working with surrounding events to provide further 
contextual information (to allow mind to storyboard)
- Change in recollective experience?  F to R shift?
+180
7
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Managing a Life of Lifelogged
SenseCam Images
Aiden R. Doherty
further information:
http://www.cdvp.dcu.ie/SenseCam
http://www.computing.dcu.ie/~adoherty
(case sensitive)
